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System S/C Part Number

2013-2016 FR-S/BRZ/86 
System w/Cooler, Black Finish

V-3 
H67B 4TF218-014L

Tuner Kit, 2013+ FR-S/BRZ/86 
w/Cooler, Black Finish

V-3 
H67B 4TF218-114L

Competition Tuner Kit, 2013+ 
FR-S/BRZ/86 w/Cooler, 

Black Finish

V-2 
H/D 

H67B
4TF218-124

Vortech has improved upon the already solid and fun to drive FT86 platform 
where it needs it most – in the power department! With a system that exceeds 
OEM standards for design, detail, and execution, the results are a look you will 
be excited to show off at the car show or the track.

Boost your Scion FR-S, Subaru BRZ, or Toyota 86 to the next level of 
performance with the centrifugal supercharging system from Vortech.

294HP Complete Systems, 50-State Smog Legal under CARB E.O. # D-213-34, 
and TÜV E5 approved for the European market.

Our gear-driven V-3 H67B centrifugal supercharger has been designed 
specifically for the FA20 Boxer engine. It features a technologically advanced, 
high efficiency, five-axis machined billet impeller high-diffusion housing 
developed in our SAE-J1723-compliant supercharger test cell. High efficiency 
equates to less heat being generated, a reduction in power required to drive 
the compressor, and more net power being produced as a result. Less heat 
also equates to superior durability. All V-3 series superchargers have a self-
contained lubrication system that makes installation fast and easy.

Stylized rotomold airbox and filter housing design allows for additional flow, 
while retaining the factory cold air ram intake. Quick release fasteners allow for 
simple access to filter for change/cleaning.

Integrated air-to-air charge cooler configuration features all aluminum tube 
ducting and an oversized cooler core to provide maximum cooling with minimal 
pressure loss across the system. Charge cooling means cooler, denser air that 
yields more power and reduces detonation threshold while allowing higher 
boost options.


